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(Communicated ;ft the meeting of January 28, 1928). 

Introduction . In contrast with the spectra of gases, the absorption 
spectrum of solid bodies and liquids consists as a rule of very large, 
sometimes very diffuse bands. But in the last few years more and more 
experiments have shown that. by sufficiently lowering the temperature. the 
crystalspectra are transformed from large bands into sharp spectral-Iines. 
1906 already JF.AN BECQlJF.IWI. observed . that the crystals of the rare 
earths, when immersed in liquid air, gave absorption spectra, which 
consisted of a large number of very fine bands 1) . 

lt must be mentioned that already in some cases of the absorption
spectra, the spectral terms have been found and that the classification of 
the lines has succeeded 2). 

The well-known change of colour 3) , which appears at the cooling of 
crystals, suggests the formation of absorption-bands and a change in the 
structure of the bands. 

The purpose of this research is to examine, whether 
10 . the change of colour, which has been observed down to the 

temperature of liquid air continues in the temperature-region of liquid 
hydrogen and 

2°. whether in this case the absorption-bands are perhaps transformed 
into spectral lines. 

§ I. Three different crystals were subjected to a preliminary research 
viz. the crystals of azobenzol. potassium bichromate and iodine. All three 
crystals change their colours at low temperatures. Azobenzol and potassium 
bichromate become citrine-yellow and iodine dark red. 

I) J. BECQUEREL, Le Radium, i, 328, 1907. See for further literature among others. 
V. HERI, Proceedings of the Optical Jnstitute J, 2. 
M. DE S~LINCOURT, Proc. R.S. 107, p. 2i7, 1925. 
L. VEGARD, Comm. Number 175, Leiden. 
RUBENS und G. HERTZ, Stzb. d. Preuss. Akad. J, p. 256, 1912. 
A. KRONEN BERGER und P. PRINGSHEIM, Z . f. Phys. iO, p. 75, 1926. 
B. GUDDEN und R. POHL, Ph. Zs. p. 481. 1925. 
2) A. G. S. VAN HEBL, Dissertation 1925. See for the theory P. EHRBNPBST, 
Memorial Volume H. KAMERLINGH ONNBS, Leiden 1922. 
See for IIterature also P. PRINGSHEIM, Pluorescenz und Phosphorelcenz im Lichte der 

Neueren Atomtheorie. 
3) See among others KOURBATOPP, Journ. Russ. Chem. Ges. 39, 11, p. 134, 1907. 
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The method of investigation was exceedingly simple and hardly wants 
a detailed explanation . 

The light of an arc-lamp is cast through the crystal plates. After having 
first been carefully cooled by the vapour of liquid hydrogen , these are 
immersed in the liquid hydrogen boiling under atmospheric pressure. 

The vacuum-vessel in which the hydrogen boiled , was made of quartz. 
Small windows of plane quartz glass had been fused in the walls to let the 
light pass, perpendicularly to the axis of the vessel. 

The light through the first two quartz windows, falls on the crystal 
which, with the aid of cork is fixed by mean of small springs in aholder, 
passing through the cryostatecap. The light af ter passing through the 
crystals leaves the vessel by two quartz windows and falls on the slit of a 
Steinheil spectrograph. The dispersion of th is instrument is such that the 
D-lines are separated over a dis ta nee of about 1/3 mm o For the determination 
of the wave-lenghts of the absorption-lines the spectrum of an iron arch 
is cast at the same time on the photographical plate. On account of their 
large absorption the crystals have sometimes been thinly cut (for azobenzol 
about 0.1 mm, for potassium bichromate about 0 .2 to 0.3 mm and for iodine 
also about 0.2 to 0.3 mm) . Their dimensions we re prescribed by these of 
the opening in the cork holders 2 to 3 mm) . 

§ 2. Potassium-bichromate and iodine . At room temperature potassium 
bichromate has a continuous absorption-band, which beg ins at nearly 

5500 ft.. and extends into the extreme ultraviolet (fig. Ia). At 20° T.K. 
the red side of the absorption-band is split up into some sharp lines (see 
fig. I b). The potassium bichromate shows a distinct pleochroism ; when 
we place a nichol in the beam of rays of the crystaI. the spectra change 
with the azimuth of the nichol. Fig . I b shows the enlarged spectrum of a 
potassium bichromate crystal (0.2 mm thick) taken with an incident 
polarized beam of rays. The orientation of the crystal had not been 
determined. We intend to repeat these experiments and give here only 
th is preliminary communication . 

Iodine-sheets (0.1 mm thick) are not transparent at ordinary and liquid 
air temperatures. These same sheets at 20° T.K. (liquid hydrogen) 

however. transmit dark red light ( > 6700 Ä) . In the transmitted light we 
see very weak, periodical bands. Pleochroism may be very distinctly 
observed. The experiments with iodine have not heen continued for the 
present, as the sheets have to be made thinner and have to he studied at 
still lower temperatures. 

§ 3. AzobenzoI. C6H 5 - N = N - C6H 5 crystallizes in the monocline 
system (a : b : c = 2.11 : I : 1.33 ; angle (a. c) = 114°26'). From an 
alcoholic solution we can precipitate the crystals in the shape of thin sheets 

by evaporation. The base of these sheets is c (001) . Plane of the axes l. 
to the plane of symmetry (0 10). Wh en we illuminate these sheets by white 
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light they are very pleochroistic. They show an orange-colour, if the electric 
lightvector is parallel to the b-axis and a citrine-colour, if the lightvector is 
perpendicular to the direction mentioned above. At a temperature of 
-180° C one component becomes of a citrine-yellow colour and the other 
of an almost white very light green colour. The spectroscopical research 
shows that in the case of the second component, the plate is transparent for 
the whole visible spectrum. 

We examined the "red" component only. Fig. 2a shows the "red" 
absorption-spectrum at room temperature. It doesn 't show any structure. 
Fig. 2b shows the same absorption spectrum at -196 C (Iiquid nitrogen) . 
The edge of the very large absorption-band breaks up into a series of 
narrower but still large and diffuse bands. About 13 bands · could be 
counted; in the fig they are not very weil visible; in the blue the 
absorption becomes too strong to be able to observe still anything. At a 
temperature of 20° T.K. (liquid hydrogen) azobenzol shows a splendid 
absorption-line-spectrum (fig. 2c). In the case of azobenzoI, as weil as in 
the other cases described above, the change of colour continues because of 
the narrowing of the absorption-bands. In fig . 2 a .small part of a diagram 
of azobenzol at usual temperature and one at 20° K.T. have been 
reproduced above each other. We see from this fig. 2b, 2c that the 
absorption-bands are not perceptibly shifted, but that the bands are split up 
into Iines. In the reproduction the pictures lose considerably in contrast. 
Moreover the same part of the absorption-spectrum has been represented 
10 X enlarged in fig. 2d. 

§ 4. We cannot yet communicate the c1assific'ation of the Iines and we 
have the intention to examine the symptoms partly at still lower 
temperatures. Yet some regularities and periodicities are so striking that we 
will mention them here. 

The periodicity is very striking for azobenzol. We have taken a 
photogram from the spectrum of the azobenzol represented in fig. 3. We 
can state distinct periodical variations of the intensities indicated by the 
figures I. I', I", I"', 11, 11', 11", 11"', lIl , 111', 111", etc. The medium width 
of the periodicity I is 17 mm, of 11 18 mm of III 21 mm. 

We want to draw the attention to the group of Iines marked 
a', a", a"', a''''; b', b", b"', b""; c etc., d etc. This group of 4 Iines repeats 
itself four times. The di stances between the Iines of a group are given 
below: 

a A b B c C d D mean 

I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

11 15.8 1 17.2 18.7 1 20.9 1 

111 19.3 1.22 21.1 1.23 22.4 1.20 25.2 1.20 1.21 

IV 24.1 1.52 26.2 1.53 28.1 1.55 31.3 1.50 1.51 

In th is table the distances a' -a", b' -b" etc. have been taken as a unit 
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for the vertical columns a, b, etc. and from these the numbers A, B, etc. 
have been calculated. 

The microphotogram (fig . 3) shows that we have succeeded in splitting 
up the band into isolated lines as is for instance evident for the Hnes 
a', a", a"', a"" , b', b" , b"' , b"" , c' , c". But towards the violet end of the 
spectrum the absorption lines are lying so closely together that it is 
difficult to find the real place of their centre. 

For, if 

represents the distribution of the absorbed light in two isolated Hnes and 
if both coïncide, the light absorption caused by both · the Hnes, will be 
repr('sented hy 

The mi'l ximum i'lhsorprion will li e i'l l 

!J ' I + !J'2= O, 

viz there where the slopes of both absorption-eurves are equal and opposite, 
but not at the values of J' whcre 

y' 1 = 0 or y' 2 = O. 

As however these latter va lues of I' give the een tres of the lines it.is 
desirabie to fix only the place of the good undisturbed Hnes. The fixing of 
weak lines may lead to a mistaking of the plaee of the maximum absorption 
for that of the centre of a single line. 

Consequently we have not fixed the plaee of all maxima, but it seems 
that the total spectrum is a periodical repetition of the same Hne-groups. 
It seems that the Hnes marked as I, 1', 1", 1"', possess the same distanee 
in frequeney . 

This is also the case with the lines 2, 2', 2", 2"', 2"." , 2""', 2""", and 
with the Hnes 3, 3' , 3", 3"', and with the Hnes 0, 0' and 0". 

The experiments will be eontinued with some larger dispersion of the 
speetrograph and if neeessary at lower temperature. 

Finally we kind thank Mr. P. M . VAN ALPHEN, who made the 
microphotograms for us and Mr. G . J. FLIM for his valuable help with the 
construction of the apparatus. 




